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Workshop Objectives

• Gain awareness of the role digital multimodal 
texts can play in promoting reading and enriching 
students’ reading experience

• Develop effective teaching strategies that use 
digital multimodal texts to help learners 
comprehend and process texts 

• Explore ways digital multimodal texts can be used 
to develop specific reading skills and strategies 
for KS2 students while developing creative and 
critical thinking.



The Rundown

• Exploring multimodal texts and the different 
demands and supports they provide

• Considerations when selecting digital 
multimodal texts and other e-learning tools

• Use of digital multimodal texts to facilitate KS2 
learners reading development

• Planning for the use of multimodal texts in the 
classroom



Activity 1

• Read the text. Think about what you do as you 
read. 

– What do you know about the text just from 
looking at it? (How do you know this?)

– What questions do you ask yourself?

– What strategies do you use to help you read for 
meaning? 

– What do you do when you come across any 
unknown words? 



• In one bowl mix 1/2 cup (4 oz) glue and 1/2 
cup water. Add food coloring if you want 
coloured slime. In the other bowl, mix 1 
teaspoon borax with 1 cup water until the 
borax is dissolved. Add the glue mixture to the 
borax solution, stirring slowly.

• What do you know about the text just from looking at it? (How do you 
know this?)

• What questions do you ask yourself?
• What strategies do you use to help you read for meaning? 
• What do you do when you come across any unknown words? 



“Reading is much more than the 
decoding of black marks upon a 
page; it is the quest for meaning
and one which requires the 
reader to be an active 
participant” (Cox, 1991, p.133)



P.26, CDC, 2004

Reading Strategies 



Reading Strategies

• Inferring
• Previewing
• Identifying genre
• Having a purpose
• Reading actively
• Skimming
• Reading for detail
• Scanning
• Using background knowledge
• Identifying style and purpose
• Inferring unknown vocabulary

Adapted from Nunan, 1999



KS2KS1

The Development of Reading

• What is the difference between teaching reading at KS1 and KS2?

• How do the learners change?

• How does the focus change? 

• How does our role change? 



• Students’ interests change
• Students have more experiences and knowledge 

to draw on when reading  
• Students gain more exposure to different types of 

texts in L1 and L2
• Students grow more independent and self-

directed
• Students develop more skills and strategies to 

help them tackle words and texts
• Shift from ‘learning to read’ to ‘reading  to learn’

The Development of Reading



The Development of Reading

KS1 KS2

- Recognise some high frequency 
words

- Decode words by using knowledge 
of letter-sound relationship

- Follow predictable texts by 
recognising the repeated use of 
sentence patterns

- Locate specific information by 
recognising simple formats and key 
words

- Follow ideas by understanding 
simple cohesive devices

- Identify characters, setting and 
sequence of events in stories

- Make predictions about the content

- Work out the meaning of words and phrases 
by using knowledge of word formation, 
semantic and syntactic clues

- Locate specific information by recognising
simple text structures

- Locate details that support the main ideas 
from different parts of a text

- Identify main ideas and some supporting 
details explicitly stated in the text

- Make predictions about the likely 
development of the text by identifying key 
words

- Follow ideas by recognising simple text 
structures and cohesive devices

- Infer information, ideas and feelings by using 
clues in close proximity

- Infer feelings of characters
- Distinguish facts from opinions

(CDC, 2004)



Reading Attainments 

Reading – ATM 2

Understanding information, ideas and feelings in a small 

range of short simple texts, using some reading strategies as 

appropriate

Pointers

Learners at this level can, for example,

 work out the meaning of words by using knowledge of letter-sound 

relationships

 recognise common contracted forms by connecting them to their full 

forms

 process simple sentences by identifying meaningful chunks

 locate specific information by identifying key words

 follow ideas by understanding the use of simple cohesive devices (e.g. 

simple connectives, pronouns)

 identify characters, setting and sequence of events in stories

 make predictions about the content from the titles, illustrations or 

contents page

Reading - ATM 1

Understanding information and ideas in some short simple texts, 

using some reading strategies as appropriate

Pointers

Learners at this level can, for example,

 recognise some high frequency words (e.g. the, you)

 decode words by using knowledge of letter-sound relationships 

 process simple sentences by using knowledge of basic conventions of 

written English (e.g. basic punctuation)

 follow predictable texts by recognising the repeated use of sentence 

patterns

 follow instructions and signs by recognising key words with visual 

support

 master basic book concepts (e.g. titles and names of authors)

 locate specific information by recognising simple formats (e.g. birthday 

or invitation cards)



Reading Attainments 

Reading - ATM 3

Understanding and inferring information, ideas and feelings 

in a small range of simple texts, using and integrating a 

small range of reading strategies as appropriate

Pointers

Learners at this level can, for example,

 work out the meaning of words and phrases by using knowledge of 

word formation (e.g. prefix, suffix) and some semantic clues (e.g. 

synonyms) 

 process some compound and complex sentences 

 locate specific information by recognising simple text structures (e.g. 

list of ingredients followed by cooking procedures in recipes)

 identify main ideas and some supporting details explicitly stated in the 

text

 make predictions about the likely development of the text by 

identifying key words 

 infer information, ideas and feelings by using clues in close proximity 

 identify simple stylistic features (e.g. personification)

Reading - ATM 4

Understanding and inferring information, ideas and feelings 

in a range of simple texts, using and integrating a small 

range of reading strategies as appropriate

Pointers

Learners at this level can, for example,

 work out the meaning of words and phrases by using semantic and 

syntactic clues 

 locate details which support the main ideas from different parts of a 

text

 follow ideas by recognising simple text structures and understanding 

the use of cohesive devices

 infer feelings of characters from pieces of information in narrative texts

 deduce information and ideas by using semantic and syntactic clues 



Activity 2

• Now read this text. 

• How do you read this text 
differently from the text in 
activity 1? 

• What are the different 
demands and supports? 

• How do they help or hinder you 
read? 



Now go to the following website
http://www.instructables.com/id/How-to-Make-Clear-Slime-Borax/ 

Read this text. How is 
this different again? 
What are the demands 
and support here?

Which of the three 
texts do you find 
easiest to understand, 
why? 

Use this code to go to the text:



Monomodal and Multimodal texts

What are the similarities and differences in reading 
the above texts?

Similarities Differences

Meaning making
Social Purpose
Use our background 
knowledge
Use of reading strategies 

Processing modes 
Multimodal texts require us to 
process more  – linguistic, 
visuals, spatial, audio
Affordance – Multimodal texts 
make more possible 
demands and support



Defining multimodal texts

- “multimodal texts are those texts that have more than one 
‘mode’ so that meaning is communicated through a 
synchronization of modes. That is, they may incorporate 
spoken or written language, still or moving images, they may 
be produced on paper or electronic and may incorporate 
sound” (Walsh, 2004) 

“Multimodality involves the complex interweaving of word, 
image, gesture and movement, and sound, including speech.  
These can be combined in different ways and presented 
through a range of media.” (Bearne, E. And Wolstencroft, H. 
2007)



Digital Multimodal Texts

Increasingly multimodal refers to digital and 
‘on screen’ texts and we are moving from 
just reading to ‘reading and viewing’ or 
‘reading, viewing and interacting’ with 
various other actions involved, such as, 
decoding, responding, interpreting, 
analyzing, browsing, searching, navigating 
and hyperlinking. 

So how do we help prepare our learners to 
‘read’ these texts and how do these texts 
help our learners develop reading skills? 



Students’ literacy experiences

How are students interacting with texts in and 
out of the classroom, In and Out the classroom?

Inside Outside

• Teacher selected
• Selected for language learning
• Often followed up with 

comprehension activities
• Need to read even if they find the 

text boring or don’t like it
• Often textbook based 
• Often monomoodal or limited 

multimodal texts
• Inauthentic reading experience 

• Student selected
• Selected based on students’ own 

interest
• Usually no follow-up
• Stop reading if they get bored or 

don’t like the book
• Wide range of sources –

newspapers, magazines, notices, 
story books, games, on-line 
resources 

• Increasingly multimodal
• Authentic reading experience 



Selecting suitable digital multimodal 
texts and e-learning resources

“Digital Disneyland.” Smith, 2013



E-
books

Pearson 

Bug Club

PEER

Starfall.com

Oxford Owl
Free Kids 

Books
Free 

Guided 
Reading

Epic…

Storybird



Voting and 
interactive 

tools
Mentimeter

PingPong

Kahoot

Vote 
Everywhere

Zeetings

Socrative

Others…



Templates 
/ graphic 

organisers

Read Write 
Think

Class Tools

Educreations

bubble.us

Coogle

Popplet

Others…



Reference 
Tools

Google translate

Voki

Google images

Flikr

learnersdictionary

.com

Wolfra-Alpha

Others…



Web 
2.0

Twitter

Youtube

Blogger Facebook

Edmodo

Instructables



Creative 
tools

Toondoo

Makebeliefs

Story 
Jumper

Explain 
Everything

Puppet Pals 
2

Glogster

My Little 
Bird Tale



Kids Safe 
Search 
Engines

Google 
safe 

Searcg

Yahoo kids

Super Kids

Ask Kids

Kids Cliick



Specific 
apps and 
websites

WWF

Ocean 
Park

Hong Kong 
Disneyland

DK: 
Human 

Body News-o-
matic

My Hong 
Kong 
Guide

Atlas

Everyone seems to have an app or 
website these days!

Most are quite kid friendly!



Something to think about before we 
continue: 

“Probably the most important point to make is 
that any use of technology needs to be 
integrated into your lessons, and it needs to 
support your language aims. There is clearly no 
point in using technology for technology’s sake. 
Unless it enhances the lesson in some way, don’t 
use it.” (Hockley, 2015)



Think about…

• Different e-learning resources depending on the 
type of text and skills we want to focus on

• Different e-learning resources depending on the 
interests of the learners

• Different e-learning resources depending on the 
age, ability and readiness of the learners

• Different e-learning resources depending on the 
readiness of the teacher 

• Different e-learning resources depending on the 
school’s technology infrastructure

• Different e-learning resources depending on the 
budget of the school 



Let’s look at some digital multimodal texts and how 
we can use them!



Publishers’ E-books

Let’s explore some of the features of the digital 
textbook.

How can these features help support us as 
teachers and help learners read for meaning?



Digital multimodal features are only as good as the text 
they are linked to! 

• We still need to consider:
• Authentic language use
• Student interest
• Student engagement
• Student readiness 
• Involving students actively in the reading process
• …

If the text does have these then the features won’t do 
much!



A few digital multimodal texts and e-
learning tools we will explore

• Digital multimodal texts:  instructables/ Altas

• Online tools: Mentimeter /  Voki / Google 
images/ Kahoot

• Creating digital multimodal texts: Puppet Edu



Instructables

• Go to In instructables.com

• Type in ‘paper aeroplane’

• Find one you would like to make 

• Share it with your group members



Reflect on the tool/app

• How can instructables help develop reading 
skills and enrich learners’ reading experience?

• Develop self-directed purposeful reading

• Supported by different modes – videos / 
photos / diagrams

• Text at different levels of difficulty



Atlas

• Atlas is an iPad app that lets you explore 
the world and learn new things about it.

• Open the app on your device. 

• Find answers to the questions. 



Reflect on the app

• How can Atlas help develop reading skills and 
enrich learners’ reading experience?

– Use specific skills, such as, finding specific 
information

– Supported by different modes –photos / audio 
reading (Karaoke style)



Online tools that add digital and 
multimodal elements to texts 

• e- Tools can be used at each stage of the 
reading process

– Pre reading

– Reading the text

– Post reading 



Mentimeter

• Pre Reading 
– Take one copy of ‘Meerkats’ 

– Look at the cover 

– Got to menti.com and type in pin

– Answer the question

• Reading the text
– As you read, type in any words you do not know 

or questions you have. 



Reflect on the tool

• How can Mentimeter help develop reading 
skills and enrich learners’ reading experience?

– Use specific skills, such as, predicting, self-
montoring, active reading, 

– Supported by interactive and instant response and 
feedback from peers and teacher

– Other apps: Poll everywhere



Voki and Google Images

• Reading the text

– Go to voki.com and/or Google Images

– Type in words from the book you don’t know

– e.g: Mongoose / Africa / Asia / paws / terrific /  
burrow / hiss



Reflect on the tool/app

• How can Voki and Google images help develop 
reading skills and enrich learners’ reading 
experience?

– Use specific skills, such as, sound/spelling 
relationships, independent reading, self-directed 
learning, give a visual representation   

– Supported by instant response, easy interface 

– Other apps: Learner’s dictionary / Google Translate / 
Flickr 



Kahoot

• Post –reading

– Go to kahoot.it

– Type in the pin

– Answer the questions about the book 



Reflect on the tool

• How can Kahoot help develop reading skills 
and enrich learners’ reading experience?

– Use specific skills, such as, finding specific 
information, Identifying genre, skimming, 
scanning, reading for gist

– Supported by instant response, easy interface, 
game like interface, visuals, audio, movies 



Explain Everything 

• Post reading and responding to text

– Go to ‘Explain Everything App’

– Explore the features

– You can add audio, movies, visuals and texts

– Create a multimodal text introducing one part of 
the Meerkats’ life

– Share with the group



Reflect on the app

• How can Explain Everything help develop 
reading skills and enrich learners’ reading 
experience?

– Use specific skills, such as, synthesizing, 
sequencing, summarizing, using background 
knowledge, creative and critical thinking  

– Supported by easy interface, game like interface, 
visuals, audio, movies 



Hands-on Task

• Each group will get one digital multimodal text. 

– Explore the multimodal features

– Discuss how they can help learners read for meaning 
and engage and motivate learners to read

– Discuss where you could integrate the text into your 
school-based literacy curriculum

– How could you utilize the text to help develop 
learners reading strategies and creativity? 

– Will you use any other e-tools to help learners? 

• You will present your text and ideas to everyone



Texts

• Natgeo kids: Cane Frog

• http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/c
ane-toad/#

http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/cane-toad/


Take aways

• What will you take away today? 

• Go to Menti.com and let us know 
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